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RATE CONTROL FOR A MULTIMEDIA 
COMPRESSION AND ENCODING SYSTEM 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims the bene?t under title 35, 
United States Code, Section ll9(e) of the US. provisional 
application having Ser. No. 60/395,972 that Was ?led on Jul. 
1 5, 2002. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates to the ?eld of multi 
media compression and encoding systems. In particular the 
present invention discloses methods and systems for imple 
menting a rate controller that e?iciently allocates an available 
bit budget for multimedia streams to be compressed. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Digital based electronic media formats are ?nally on 
the cusp of largely replacing all of the older analog electronic 
media formats. In the audio media arena, digital compact 
discs (CDs) replaced analog vinyl records long ago. Analog 
magnetic cassette tapes are becoming increasingly rare and 
Will eventually share the same fate of 8-track tapes. Second 
and third generation digital audio systems such as digital 
Mini-discs and W3 (MPEG Audio-layer 3) ?les are noW 
taking market share aWay from the ?rst generation digital 
audio format of compact discs. 
[0004] The video media has been sloWer to move from 
analog storage and transmission formats to digital storage and 
transmission formats than audio. The reason for this sloWer 
analog to digital transition is largely due to the massive 
amounts of digital information required to accurately repre 
sent video images in digital form. The massive amounts of 
information require very high-capacity digital storage sys 
tems With high bit-rate outputs and high-bandWidth transmis 
sion systems. Furthermore, cost of sWitching from analog 
video equipment to digital video equipment is signi?cantly 
higher than the cost of sWitching from analog audio equip 
ment to digital audio equipment. 
[0005] HoWever, video is noW ?nally rapidly moving from 
analog storage (VHS and Beta) and analog transmission for 
mats (NTSC and PAL) to digital storage (MPEG) and digital 
transmission formats (ATSC). The DVD (Digital Versatile 
Disc), a digital video system, has been one of the fastest 
selling consumer electronic products in years. DVDs have 
been rapidly supplanting VHS and Beta Video-Cassette 
Recorders (VCRs) as the pre-recorded video playback system 
of choice due their high video quality, very high audio quality, 
convenience, and extra features. A neW generation of intelli 
gent Personal Video Records (PVRs) such as TiVo and Replay 
have emerged that take advantage of digital video technology. 
The antiquated analog NTSC (National Television Standards 
Committee) video transmission system is noW being replaced 
With the digital ATSC (Advanced Television Standards Com 
mittee) video transmission system that provides for 5.1 chan 
nels of CD-quality digital audio and beautiful high-de?nition 
television (HDTV) images. 
[0006] Computer systems have beenusing various different 
digital video storage and transmission formats for a number 
of years. Among the best digital video compression and 
encoding systems used by computer systems have been the 
series of digital video encoding systems backed by the 
Motion Pictures Expert Group, better knoWn as MPEG. The 
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three most Well knoWn and Widely used digital video encod 
ing systems from MPEG are knoWn simply as MPEG-1, 
MPEG-2, and MPEG-4. The MPEG-l format Was used by 
VideoCDs. The MPEG-2 digital video compression and 
encoding system is used by DVDs and the ATSC digital 
television system. 
[0007] The MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 standards compress a 
series of video frames (or ?elds) and encode the compressed 
frames (or ?elds) into a digital stream. The video frames may 
be compressed as Intra-frames or Inter-frames. An Intra 
frame independently de?nes a complete video frame Without 
any reference to any other information. An Inter-frame 
de?nes a video frame With reference to other video frames 
such as previous video frames or video frames subsequent to 
the current video frame. 
[0008] When compressing video frames, an MPEG-2 and 
MPEG-4 encoder usually implements a ‘rate controller’ that 
is used to allocate a ‘bit budget’ for each video frame that Will 
be compressed and encoded. Speci?cally, the bit budget 
speci?es the number of bits that have been allocated to encode 
the video frame. By e?iciently allocating a bit budget to each 
video frame, the rate controller attempts generate the highest 
quality compressed video stream Without over?owing buffers 
(sending more video frame information than can be stored in 
the target device’s buffers) or under?oWing buffers (not send 
ing frames fast enough such that the decoder runs out of video 
frames to display). Thus, to e?iciently compress and encode 
a digital video stream, a digital video encoder should have a 
rate controller that makes very Wise decisions on hoW to 
allocate the available bandWidth. The present invention intro 
duces several different methods and systems for implement 
ing a rate controller for a digital video encoder. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] A rate controller for allocating a bit budget for video 
frames to be encoded is disclosed. The rate controller of the 
present invention considers many different factors When 
determining the frame bit budget including: desired video 
quality, target bit rate, frame type (intra-frame or inter-frame), 
frame duration, intra-frame frequency, frame complexity, 
intra-block frequency Within an intra-frame, buffer over?oW, 
buffer under?oW, and the encoded video frame quality for a 
possible second pass. 
[0010] Other objects, features, and advantages of present 
invention Will be apparent from the company draWings and 
from the folloWing detailed description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] The objects, features, and advantages of the present 
invention Will be apparent to one skilled in the art, in vieW of 
the folloWing detailed description in Which: 
[0012] FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of a digital video 
encoder. 
[0013] FIG. 2a illustrates a temporal conceptual diagram of 
a video frame. 

[0014] FIG. 2b illustrates a temporal conceptual diagram of 
a video frame that takes longer to transmit than it Will be 
displayed. 
[0015] FIG. 20 illustrates a highly compressed video frame 
that is transmitted much faster than. 
[0016] FIG. 3A illustrates a conceptual video frame trans 
mission model created from a sequence of right-angled trian 
gular video frame models. 
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[0017] FIG. 3B illustrates the video frame transmission 
model of FIG. 3A wherein a buffer under?ow occurs. 

[0018] FIG. 3C illustrates the video frame transmission 
model of FIG. 3A wherein a buffer over?ow occurs. 

[0019] FIG. 4 illustrates the conceptual video frame trans 
mission model of FIG. 3 with a shifting coordinate system. 
[0020] FIG. 5 illustrates a conceptual illustration of a series 
of encoded video frames having different siZes (in number of 
bytes) and an average frame siZe. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

[0021] A method and system for performing rate control in 
a multi-media compression and encoding system is disclosed. 
In the following description, for purposes of explanation, 
speci?c nomenclature is set forth to provide a thorough 
understanding of the present invention. However, it will be 
apparent to one skilled in the art that these speci?c details are 
not required in order to practice the present invention. For 
example, the present invention has been described with ref 
erence to the MPEG-4 multimedia compression and encoding 
system. However, the same techniques can easily be applied 
to other types of compression and encoding systems that 
include a rate controller type of function for allocating band 
width. 

Multimedia Compression and Encoding Overview 

[0022] FIG. 1 illustrates a high-level block diagram of a 
typical digital video encoder 100 as is well known in the art of 
digital video. The digital video encoder 100 receives incom 
ing stream of video frames 105 at the left of the block dia 
gram. Each incoming video frame is processed by a Discrete 
Cosine Transformation (DCT) unit 110. The frame may be 
processed independently (an intra-frame) or with reference to 
information from other frames received from the motion 
compensation unit 150 (an inter-frame). 
[0023] Next, a QuantiZer (Q) unit 120 quantiZes the digital 
video information from the Discrete Cosine Transformation 
unit 110. Finally, the quantized frame information is then 
encoded with an entropy encoder (H) unit 180 to produce a 
?nal encoded bit stream. 

[0024] Since an inter-frame encoded video frame is de?ned 
with reference to other nearby video frames, the digital video 
encoder 100 needs to create a copy of how each digital video 
frame will appear within a digital video decoder such that 
inter-frames may be encoded. Thus the lower portion of the 
digital video encoder 100 is essentially the same as a digital 
video decoder unit. Speci?cally, an Inverse quantiZer (Q_l) 
130 ?rst reverses the quantization of the frame information. 
Next, an inverse Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT-l) 
unit 140 reverses the Discrete Cosine Transformation of the 
frame information. After all the DCT coef?cients are recon 
structed from iDCT, the motion compensation unit will use 
the information, along with the motion vectors, to reconstruct 
the video frame. The reconstructed video frame may then be 
used as a reference frame for lie motion estimation of other 
video frames. 

[0025] The reconstructed video frame may then be used to 
encode inter-frames that are de?ned relative to information in 
the reconstructed video frame. Speci?cally, a motion com 
pensation NC) unit 150 and a motion estimation (ME) unit 
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160 are used to determine motion vectors and generate dif 
ferential values used to encode inter-frames based upon the 
reconstructed video frame. 
[0026] A rate controller 190 in a digital video encoder 100 
receives information from many different components of the 
digital video encoder 100. The rate controller 190 uses the 
information to allocate a bit budget for each video frame to be 
encoded. The bit budget should be allocated in a manner that 
will generate the highest quality digital video bit stream that 
that complies with a speci?ed set of restrictions. Speci?cally, 
the rate controller 190 attempts generate the highest quality 
compressed video stream without over?owing buffers of a 
digital video decoding unit (exceeding the amount of avail 
able memory by sending more information than can be 
stored) or under?owing buffers (not sending frames fast 
enough such that the digital video decoding unit runs out of 
video frames to display). 

Models Used for Rate Controller Creation 

[0027] Various different models can be used to illustrate the 
various problems that must be handled by the rate controller 
in a digital video encoder such as an MPEG-4 encoder. For 
example, a transmission model may be used to model the 
timing of video frame transmissions and memory buffer 
occupancy. Rate distortion models are used to select a quan 
tiZer value in the QuantiZer (Q) unit 120 of a digital video 
encoder. Various different rate distortion models may be used 
for inter-frame quantiZer selection and intra-frame quantiZer 
selection. 
[0028] The rate transmission model simulates digital video 
transmission across a communication channel (such as a 

computer network) and buffer occupancy in the digital video 
decoder of the digital video player. Typically, in a computer 
system embodiment, the compressed video data is transmit 
ted from a server computer and then through a network with 
a constant amount of bandwidth. On the client side, a digital 
video player has a limited memory buffer to cache digital 
video information received across the network from the 
server. The digital video player in the client system can be 
required to cache certain amount of digital video information 
before digital video player begins to play the video stream. 
[0029] When digital video information is streamed from a 
server system across a network, the digital video player in the 
client system will not be able to start playing the video until at 
least all of the information de?ning the ?rst video frame 
arrives. However, the digital video player should not imme 
diately begin playing the video stream even after having 
received the ?rst video frame. For example, what if the second 
frame takes longer time to arrive than the intended display 
duration of the ?rst frame? In such a situation, the memory 
buffer of the digital video player lacks the needed video 
information to display the next video frame. This condition is 
referred to as ‘buffer under?ow’ in the digital video player 
since the player has reached the bottom of the buffered frames 
available for display. To prevent this situation, there should be 
a minimum digital video player buffer occupancy require 
ment. The minimum digital video player buffer occupancy 
will allow the player to accommodate the ?uctuation in frame 
siZes and network bandwidth limits. 
[0030] On the other hand, a server system may send video 
frames at a faster rate than the video player will display the 
video frames such that the sent video frames exceed the 
physically limited amount of memory buffer space available 
in the client system of the digital video player. In such a case 
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wherein the amount of the transmitted digital video frame 
information exceeds the available memory buffers in the digi 
tal video player, a ‘buffer over?ow’ condition occurs. When 
such a buffer over?ow occurs, the digital video player may 
have to discard the digital video frame that was being received 
when the memory buffer limitation was exceeded since there 
is no place to store the incoming information. For handheld 
devices with very limited amounts of memory, the memory 
buffer restriction is more critical than in a desktop computer 
system with a hard drive available as secondary memory. 

[0031] To conceptually illustrate when such buffer under 
?ow and buffer over?ow conditions may occur, a video frame 
transmission model has been created. The transmission 
model conceptually illustrates the transmission and display of 
a sequence of video frames with reference to the available 
network bandwidth and digital video player’s memory buffer 
resources. 

Temporal Video Frame Transmission Model 

[0032] Each digital video frame to be transmitted has two 
temporal properties: frame display duration and video frame 
transmission duration. These two temporal properties are 
very important to the rate controller that must allocate video 
frame bit budgets in a manner that obtains high quality video 
yet avoids the problems of memory buffer under?ow and 
memory buffer over?ow. 

[0033] FIG. 2a illustrates a conceptual temporal frame 
model for a video frame that illustrates the frame display 
duration and video frame transmission duration properties. 
The video frame display duration, the amount of time to 
display this particular frame on the digital video player, is 
represented along the horiZontal axis. The longer that the 
video frame must be displayed, the longer the line along the 
horizontal axis. The video frame transmission duration, the 
time it takes to transmit the compressed video frame across 
the communication channel (for example, from a server 
across a network to player), is represented along the vertical 
axis. The length of the video frame transmission duration 
vertical line is actually generated from two values: the siZe of 
a video frame (in bits) and the amount of bandwidth (in bits 
per second) of the communication channel. Since the siZe of 
a frame in bits is allocated by the rate controller and the 
bandwidth of the communication channel is known, the trans 
mission time of a frame can be determined from the relation: 

Transmission time:(frame siZe)/(communication channel 
bandwidth). 
[0034] As illustrated in FIG. 2a, the relation of these two 
properties (frame display duration and video frame transmis 
sion duration) of a frame can be illustrated as a right-angled 
triangle with the frame display duration along the horiZontal 
access and the video frame transmission duration along the 
vertical axis. If a video frame has a frame display duration that 
equals the video frame transmission duration, the triangle will 
be an isosceles triangle with forty-?ve degree angles as illus 
trated in FIG. 2a. 

[0035] If a video frame has a transmission duration that is 
longer than the frame display duration then the frame triangle 
will have an angle greater than forty-?ve degree in the lower 
left comer as illustrated in FIG. 2b. An intra-frame, a video 
frame that completely de?nes the video frame appearance 
independently without reference to other video frames, typi 
cally has a longer transmission time than display time as 
shown in the video frame representation illustrated in FIG. 2b. 
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[0036] If a video frame has a video frame transmission 
duration that is shorter than the frame display duration then 
the video frame triangle will have an angle less than forty-?ve 
degrees from the lower left comer as illustrated in FIG. 20. An 
e?iciently compressed inter-frame, a video frame that is 
de?ned with reference to information from other temporally 
proximate video frames, typically has a temporal frame rep 
resentation as illustrated in FIG. 20. 

The Video Frame Sequence Transmission Model 

[0037] A sequence of transmitted frames can be repre 
sented by linking together a series of right-angled video 
frame triangles of the type illustrated in FIGS. 2a to 20. 
Speci?cally, FIG. 3A illustrates a conceptual video frame 
transmission model created from a sequence of right-angled 
triangular video frame models. 
[0038] By connecting the right-angled triangular video 
frame models, a snaking video frame sequence transmission 
path is represented. The horiZontal axis represents the display 
time of the series of video frames. The vertical axis represents 
the transmission time of the series of video frames. The snak 
ing actual video frame sequence transmission path is overlaid 
on top of a target transmission path that is illustrated as a 
forty-?ve degree line. The target transmission path represents 
a transmission path wherein the high quality video bit stream 
is achieved by transmitting a series of video frames having a 
summation of transmission times equal to the summation of 
the display times of the video frames. Thus, the entire avail 
able communication channel bandwidth is e?iciently used. 
[0039] The target transmission path is not actually an ideal 
transmission path since the compression system will com 
press some frames better than others such that video frames 
that are easily compressed should be allocated less bits and 
frames that do not easily should be allocated more bits (and 
thus have a larger transmission time). However, an ideal 
transmission path should closely follow the target transmis 
sion path or else problems will occur. 
[0040] The digital video player’s memory buffer siZe limi 
tations and minimum player buffer occupancy requirement 
can also be represented as proportional time quanti?ed values 
on the transmission model of FIG. 3A. Thus, the player buffer 
siZe limitation and minimum player buffer occupancy 
requirement can be illustrated on FIG. 3A. 

Buffer Under?ow 

[0041] The minimum player buffer occupancy can be inter 
preted as the digital video player’s waiting time along the 
horiZontal axis before the ?rst frame is played in order to 
prevent buffer under?ow. If the digital video player does not 
wait a needed minimum amount of time along the horizontal 
access then the digital video player may display all the avail 
able video frames such that the digital video player will be 
forced to wait for the transmission of the next video frame in 
the video frame sequence. 
[0042] A buffer under?ow can also occur if the encoder 
transmits too many video frames that are large in siZe (in 
terms of bytes). The under?ow occurs because the small play 
duration of a few large video frames causes the player to 
quickly display and remove all the available video frames 
from the buffer until the player exhausts all the available 
video frames before receiving subsequent video frames. An 
example of such a buffer under?ow is graphically illustrated 
in FIG. 3B. 
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[0043] To prevent this undesirable buffer under?oW situa 
tion, a forty-?ve degree ‘buffer bottom’ line 320 places an 
upper bound on the allowed transmission path and thus limits 
the transmission time (and thus siZe) of a subsequent video 
frame to be transmitted. By limiting the transmission path 
cross the buffer bottom line 320, the digital video player Will 
not become starved for neW video frames to display. A buffer 
alarm line 325 may be used to inform the encoder that it 
should allocate feWer bits to next feW frames in order to 
prevent the undesirable buffer under?oW condition. 

Buffer Over?ow 

[0044] The digital video player’s memory buffer siZe limi 
tation can be interpreted as the time to ?ll up the player 
memory buffer (along the horizontal axis) if no frame infor 
mation is taken out of the memory buffer. If video frames are 
not displayed and then subsequently removed from the digital 
video player’s memory buffer at a fast enough rate, the limited 
memory buffer Will over?oW With frame information. Thus, a 
‘buffer top’ line 350 limits the rate at Which the digital 
encoder Will create video frames that have short transmission 
times but have long display times. If the creation of frames 
having short transmission times but long display times is not 
limited, then the memory buffer in the digital video player 
Will over?oW as illustrated in FIG. 3C. 

[0045] Starting from the ?rst video frame, the origin of the 
coordinate system coincides With the current buffer position. 
The horiZontal axis represents the video frame display time 
and the vertical axis represents the video frame transmission 
time. After the encoder creates each neW video frame, the 
origin of the coordinate system Will be updated to a neW 
position on the transmission model as illustrated in FIG. 4. 
The origin alWays slides to the right to the end of the previous 
frame’s play duration and is aligned vertically on the forty 
?ve degree angle target transmission path. Since the duration 
of the next video frame to be encoded is knoWn to the digital 
video encoder, and the vertical axis alWays passes the position 
of the neW frame, the updated coordinate system can be 
determined. FIG. 4 illustrates a series of video frame coordi 
nate systems F0, F1, F2, F3 and F4 as updated coordinate 
systems as time progresses. For each neW video frame, the 
goal is to ?nd a vertical position (transmission duration Which 
is proportional to the frame siZe) of the neW video frame so 
that the position of the next node ful?lls the memory buffer 
restrictions. Speci?cally, the next node must fall betWeen the 
buffer top 450 and the buffer bottom 420 limit lines. 

OvervieW of a Rate Controller that Considers 
Multiple Factors 

[0046] As previously set forth, a real transmission path Will 
have a certain amount of deviation about the target transmis 
sion path. Normally, the compressed frame siZes vary Within 
a certain range. For example, FIG. 5 illustrates a conceptual 
illustration of a series of encoded video frames having differ 
ent siZes (in number of bytes) and an average frame siZe. Note 
that the lntra-frames generally use a signi?cantly larger num 
ber of bytes than the inter-frames that obtain higher compres 
sion rations since such inter-frames reference information in 
other proximate video frames. 
[0047] The video frame transmission model set forth in the 
previous section provides a very useful tool that may be used 
predict the memory buffer condition in a digital video player 
that Would receive and decode the transmitted video stream. 
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Thus, a rate controller may use the video frame transmission 
model to prevent memory buffer over?oW or memory buffer 
under?oW in the digital video player. Speci?cally, the rate 
controller should allocate target bit budgets for each video 
frame in such a manner as to achieve maximum video image 
quality While satisfying the memory buffer restrictions that 
prevent memory buffer over?oW or memory buffer under?oW 
in the digital video player. 
[0048] The digital video encoder of the With the rate con 
troller system of the present invention also uses the folloWing 
available information When allocating a bit budget to a video 
frame to be encoded: 

[0049] A target bit rate in bits per secondiThe target bit 
rate is determined from the available bandWidth of the 
communication channel that Will be used such as a com 
puter netWork connection. The target bit rate may also be 
dictated by the bit rate offered by a particular storage 
medium. 

[0050] Video frame display duration of each video frame 
in secondsiThe video frame duration is dependent 
upon the incoming video stream. 

[0051] The frame type of each frame, inter frame or intra 
frameiThe type of video frame that is created Will 
generally be determined by the motion estimation and 
motion compensation systems in the digital video 
encoder. The rate controller Will use this selection to 
help determine the bit budget to be allocated to the video 
frame. 

[0052] The maximum digital video player memory 
buffer siZe (in bytes)iThe maximum digital video 
player buffer siZe is either knoWn or estimated. If the 
actual memory buffer siZe of a digital video player is 
smaller than the buffer siZe anticipated by the digital 
video encoder, then the digital video player Will drop 
video frames When memory buffer over?oW occurs. 

[0053] The minimum digital video player buffer occu 
pancy in bytesiThe minimum digital video player 
buffer occupancy is either knoWn or estimated. If the 
actual buffer occupancy of a digital video player is less 
than the buffer occupancy anticipated by the digital 
video encoder, then the digital video player may play 
video frames for a longer than intended duration as 
memory buffer under?oW occurs. Alternatively, the digi 
tal video player may Wait idle for the next frame or drop 
the next frame until it gets any frames that can be played 
in time. 

[0054] The rate controller of the present invention allocates 
a bit budget for each video frame based on these several 
different factors. 

Video Quality Level 

[0055] The video quality level is used to place a particular 
video frame into an arbitrary quality level category. The video 
quality level represents the number of bits per pixel per frame. 
Under different video quality settings, the budget of target 
bits for intra-frames and inter-frames can be different. Usu 
ally, the ratio of intra-frame siZe (in bytes) to inter-frame siZe 
(in bytes) in loWer quality setting is larger than the ratio in a 
higher quality setting. 
[0056] In one particular embodiment, four different levels 
of quality settings are used (High, Medium, LoW, and Bad) 
depending on the compression settings from user: 
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6111,1111 

{ 
qualityHi = l, 
qualityMd, 
qualityLo, 
qualityBad 

}; 

[0057] To select a video quality level, the rate controller 
?rst calculates the number of bits per pixel per frame using the 
following formula: 

bitsPerPiXPerFrameIbitRate/(Width’gheight)*average 
FrameDur; 

[0058] Next, depending on the value of bitsPerPixPer 
Frame, the video quality level is determined using threshold 
values With the folloWing pseudo-code: 

if ( bitsPerPixPerFrame > kBitsPerPixPerFrameHi ) 
qualityLevel = qualityHi; 

else if( bitsPerPixPerFrame > kBitsPerPixPerFrameLo && 
bitsPerPixPerFrame < kBitsPerPixPerFrameHi ) 

qualityLevel = qualityMd; 
else if( bitsPerPixPerFrame > kBitsPerPixPerFrameBad && 

bitsPerPixPerFrame < kBitsPerPixPerFrameLo ) 
qualityLevel = qualityLo; 

else 
qualityLevel = qualityBad; 

[0059] Some exceptions may affect the video quality level. 
In one embodiment, certain exceptions are handled With the 
folloWing pseudo-code: 

if( bitRate < 56000 && ( l /averageFrameDur) > 5 && 
pixNum > 20000 ) qualityLevel = qualityBad; 

if( bitRate < 320000 && ( l /averageFrameDur) > 5 && 
pixNum > 20000) 
if( qualityLevel == qualityHi ) 

qualityLevel = qualityMd; 
if( bitRate >= l000000 && ( l /averageFrameDur) <= 35 && 

pixNum <= 4250000 ) 
if( qualityLevel != qualityHi ) 

qualityLevel = qualityMd; 
if( bitRate >= 800000 && ( l /averageFrameDur) <= 35 && 

pixNum <= 4250000 ) 
if( qualityLevel != qualityHi && 
qualityLevel l=qualityMd ) 
qualityLevel = qualityMd; 

Video Frame Type 

[0060] As previously set forth, the MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 
compression systems take advantage of the redundancy 
betWeen most video frames to e?iciently compress and 
encode digital video. These digital video systems Work by 
having periodic lntra-frames (also knoWn as “key frames”) 
that completely and independently describe a video frame 
and more common Inter-frames that describe a video frame 
by referencing redundant information from other temporally 
proximate frames. 
[0061] Since the intra-frames do not have the luxury of 
being able to refer to information in other temporally proxi 
mate frames, the intra-frames generally require more bytes 
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for digital encoding. Thus, the bit budget for intra-frames 
must be signi?cantly larger than the bit budget for inter 
frames since intra-frames must contain much more informa 
tion. 

[0062] The present invention operates using a pair of dis 
tinct frame ratios: an intra-frame ratio and an inter-frame 
ratio. The frame ratios specify a multiple of the average frame 
size. Depending on the quality level (as described in a previ 
ous section), the default intra-frame and inter-frame target 
size can be obtained. First, the rate controller calculates the 
intra-frame ratio and the inter-frame ratio as folloWs: 

#de?ne kAverageIntraFrameRatioHiQ 3.8 
//in multiple of average frame size 

#de?ne kAverageIntraFrameRatioMdQ 5.0 
//in multiple of average frame size 

#de?ne kAverageIntraFrameRatioLoQ 7.3 
//in multiple of average frame size 

#de?ne kAverageIntraFrameRatioBadQ 10.0 
//in multiple of average frame size 

if( keyRate <= 1 ) 

intraFrameRatio = l; 

interFrameRatio = l; 

} 
else if( keyRate > 1 ) 

if( qualityLevel == qualityHi ) 
intraFrameRatio = kAverageIntraFrameRatioHiQ; 

else if(qualityLevel == qualityMd) 
intraFrameRatio = kAveragelntraFrameRatioMdQ; 

else if(qualityLevel == qualityLo) 
intraFrameRatio = kAverageIntraFrameRatioLoQ; 

else 
intraFrameRatio =kAverageIntraFrameRatioBadQ; 

interFrameRatio= (keyRate-intraFrameRatio ) 
/(keyRate —l ); 

if( interFrameRatio < kAverageInterFrameRatioMin ) 
{ 

interFrameRatio = kAveragelnterFrameRatioMin; 

intraFrameRatio = kAverageInterFrameRatioMin 

+ ( l — kAverageInterFrameRatioMin) * keyRate; 

[0063] After determining the intra-frame ratio and the 
inter-frame ratio (relative to the average frame size) then the 
default intra-frame size and inter-frame size are determined. 
The frame size may be determined in a number of bytes (that 
Will be used to encode the video frame) or in a transmission 
duration (in seconds) Which is directly proportional to the 
frame size in bytes using the transmission rate (in bytes per 
second). The folloWing code determines a transmission given 
the frame ratios from the preceding code: 

if( averageFrameDur / minBuffOccupy < 0.3 ) 
{ //no1mal case 
defaultIntraDur = averageFrameDur * intraFrameRatio; 

defaultInterDur = averageFrameDur * interFrameRatio; 
underFloWPAlarmLeVel = minBuffOccupy 

— defaultInterDur * kInterFrameSizeEstimateError 

— curDur; 

underFloWIAlarmLeVel = minBuffOccupy 

— defaultIntraDur * kIntraFrameSizeEstimateError 

— curDur; 

} 
else 
{//When frame duration is close to buffer delay size 
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-continued 

defaultIntraDur = averageFrameDur * 1.0; 

defaultInterDur = averageFrameDur * 0.5; 

underFloWPAlarmLevel = minBuffOccupency*0.9 — curDur; 

underFloWIAlarmLevel = minBuffOccupency*0.9 — curDur; 

// Set alarm level based on frame type (Intra or inter) 
if( keyFrame ) // if an intra-frame 

underFloWAlarmLevel = underFloWIAlarmLevel 

else 
underFloWAlarmLevel = underFloWPAlarmLevel 

[0064] The default intra-frame size (in bytes) and inter 
frame size (in bytes) may be calculated by multiplying the 
transmission duration (defaultIntraDur or defaultInterDur) 
by the transmission rate in bytes per second. The default 
intra-frame siZe (in bytes) and inter-frame siZe (in bytes) is 
used to determine target bit budgets for intra-frames and 
inter-frames, respectively. However, these roughly allocated 
bit budgets may be modi?ed by a number of other factors as 
Will be shoWn. 

Video Frame Duration 

[0065] The incoming video frames may vary in the 
intended frame display duration. The rate controller of the 
present invention adapts to varying frame durations. Speci? 
cally, the rate controller updates the default target bit budgets 
for the intra-frames and inter-frames. Using a general heuris 
tic, the longer the display duration of each frame, the more 
bits should be allocated to the bit budget for that video frame 
provided that the transmission rate stays Within a certain 
target bit rate. 
[0066] The average frame duration (averageFrameDur) can 
be calculated by doing Weighted average of the duration of a 
neW frame (neWDuration) and the historical average frame 
duration (averageFrameDur). In one particular embodiment, 
the historical average is given a Weight of 80% and the neW 
frame is given a Weight of 20%. Thus, the Weighted average 
frame duration (averageFrameDur) may be calculated as fol 
loWs: 

#de?ne kDurWeight 0.8 //Weight assigned to historical avg 
avgFrameDur = avgFrameDur’gkDurWeight + 

neWDuration*(l — kDurWeight) 

Intra-Frame Frequency 

[0067] Very dynamic video sources such as explosions or 
video With a large number of very fast scene changes Will 
require a larger number of intra-frames since the amount of 
redundancy betWeen frames is very limited. In such situations 
Where the video encoder requires a large number of intra 
frames (also knoWn as key frames) Within a short period of 
time, the rate controller may run out of memory buffer space 
if the rate controller continues to allocate the same amount of 
bits to all the intra-frames. Thus, in such high intra-frame rate 
situations, the rate controller should reduce bit budget for key 
frames. 
[0068] In one embodiment, Where a default Intra-frame 
duration (defaultIntraDur) and default Inter-frame duration 
(defaultInterDur) are knoWn, then a suggested Intra-frame 
duration (suggestedIntraDur) and a suggested Inter-frame 
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duration (suggestedInterDur) may be calculated by taking the 
intra-frame frequency into account as folloWs: 

keyNum = 0; 
//Determine a key frame number 
for( i = kKeyFrameHistoryNum; i——; ) 

if( keyFrameHistory[ i — l ] == 1 )keyNum++; 

{ // Use defaults if too feW key frames 
curKeyRate = keyRate; 
suggestedIntraDur = defaultIntraDur; 
suggestedInterDur = defaultInterDur; 

else 

{ 
neWIntraFrameRatio = intraFrameRatio; 
curKeyRate = kKeyFrameHistoryNum / keyNum; 
if( curKeyRate > keyRate ) curKeyRate = keyRate; 
neWInterFrameRatio = (curKeyRate — intraFrameRatio ) 

/ ( curKeyRate — l ); 
if(neWInterFrameRatio < kAverageInterFrameRatioMin) 

neWInterFrameRatio = kAverageInterFrameRatioMin; 

neWIntraFrameRatio = kAverageInterFrameRatioMin + 

(l — kAverageInterFrameRatioMin ) * curKeyRate; 

suggestedIntraDur=averageFrameDur * neWIntraFrameRatio; 
suggestedInterDur=averageFrameDur * neWInterFrameRatio; 

Video Frame Complexity 

[0069] The content of different video sequences can vary 
signi?cantly. HoWever, even a series of video frames Within 
the same video sequence can vary quite signi?cantly Within 
that sequence. Thus, each individual inter-frame or intra 
frame Within the same video sequence may need a different 
number of bits in order to achieve the same level of visual 
quality. 
[0070] One Well-knoWn measure of a video frame com 
plexity is knoWn as the mean average difference (MAD) for 
the video frame. The mean average difference (MAD) of a 
video frame is the mean of all the Sum of Absolute Differ 
ences (SAD) values for all the individual macroblocks that 
comprise the video frame. To prevent a large change from 
occurring quickly, an average MAD value may be calculated 
across the history of a number of video frames. The average 
MAD (avgMAD) can be calculated by doing Weighted aver 
age of the MAD of a current frame (curMAD) and the his 
torical average MAD (avgMAD) as folloWs: 

#de?ne kMADWeight 0.8 // Make historical MAD 80% of Weight 
avgMAD = avgMAD * kMADWeight + ( l- kMADWeight ) * 
curMAD 
e 

[0071] Then, using this historical average MAD, a target bit 
hint (targetBitsHint) may be created. The target bit hint (tar 
getBitsHint) represents hoW much deviation there is betWeen 
the current frame and the average frame in terms of bits 
needed to encode the current frame for a speci?ed visual 
quality. The target bit hint (targetBitsHint) may be calculated 
as folloWs: 

targetBitsHint:(curMAD-avgMAD)/avgMAD; 
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lntra-Block Frequency Within an lntra-Frame 

[0072] Although an intra-frame cannot refer to information 
in other video frames, the individual macroblocks Within an 
intra-frame may refer to other macroblocks in the same intra 
frame. Such macroblocks that refer to other macroblocks in 
the same frame are referred to as ‘intra-blocks’. Inter-frames 

may also contain up to certain percentage of intra blocks. 
Using a general heuristic, the more intra-blocks Within an 
intra-frame, the more bits should be allocated to that frame. 

[0073] One embodiment of the rate controller of the present 
invention uses the percentage of intra-blocks Within a video 
frame to adjust a target bit hint value (targetBitsHint). In one 
embodiment, the adjustment to the target bit hint value is 
performed as folloWs: 

targetBitsHintjtargetBitsHint+(intraPercentage-0.3) 
* 0 .3 ; 

Current Memory Buffer Limitations 

[0074] As set forth With reference to FIGS. 2, 3A, 3B and 
3C, the encoder must carefully allocate bit budgets to each 
individual video frame in a manner that avoids memory buffer 
problems in the digital video player system. This is a ‘hard’ 
limit such that the rate controller should alWays stay Within 
the buffer top 450 and the buffer bottom 420 lines of FIG. 4 to 
prevent memory buffer over?oW or memory buffer under?oW 
in the digital video player, respectively. When the rate con 
troller detects that the memory buffer condition is getting 
close to the level of over?oW or under?oW, the rate controller 
should make an adjustment of the target siZe to compensate it. 

[0075] We de?ne a uni?ed variable bufferAnxiety to mea 
sure the current buffer condition. The bufferAnxiety quanti 
?es Whether there is a danger of a buffer under?oW or buffer 
over?oW. If the current path is above the target path 
(curY>:0), then there is a buffer under?oW risk (the player 
might hit the bottom of the memory buffer) as illustrated in 
FIG. 3B. If the current path is beloW the target path (curY<0), 
then there is a buffer over?oW risk (the player might go over 
the top of the memory buffer) as illustrated in FIG. 3C. 

// Determine the Buffer anxiety condition, 0=optimal 
if( curY > = 0 ) // Determine anxiety With under?oW risk 

bufferAnxiety = curY / underFloWAlarmLevel 
else // Else determine the anxiety With over?ow risk 

bufferAnxiety = curY 

/(maxerBufferDur — underFloWAlarmLevel) 

Bit Budget Calculation in a Rate Controller that 
Considers Multiple Factors 

[0076] After considering all the factors de?ned in the pre 
vious section, a rate controller may calculate a ?nal bit budget 
for the next video frame based upon those de?ned factors. 
Note that the various different factors are generally not con 
sidered equally. For example, the buffer anxiety level de?nes 
a very important value that must be taken seriously in order to 
prevent a buffer over?oW. On the other hand, the target bit hint 
value (targetBitsHint) and the selected quality level (quali 
tyLevel) are merely used to adjust the bit budget. 
[0077] In one embodiment, an initial target frame siZe (or 
transmission duration) candidate is generated With the fol 
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loWing equation Which begins With an average intra-frame 
siZe or inter-frame siZe depending on if the frame is an Intra 
frame or an inter-frame: 

[0078] dur:keyFrame ? averagelntraDur : averagelnter 
Dur; 

[0079] Then, the rate controller adjusts the initial frame siZe 
(dur) value to calculate a target frame duration value (target 
Dur). As Will be described in the next section, the calculation 
is different if only one attempt Will be made to create a bit 
budget (OnePassITRUE). 

if( onePass ) 
{ // Set conservative target bit hit if only 1 pass 

if( qualityLevel == qualityHi ) 
targetBitsHint *= 0.3; 

else if( qualityLevel == qualityMd ) 
targetBitsHint *= 0.3; 

else if( qualityLevel == qualityLo ) 
targetBitsHint *= 0.3; 

else targetBitsHint *= 0.3; 
} 
else 
{ // Set aggressive target bit hint ifmore than 1 try 

if( qualityLevel == qualityHi ) 
targetBitsHint *= 1.0; 

else if( qualityLevel == qualityMd ) 
targetBitsHint *= 1.0; 

else if( qualityLevel == qualityLo ) 
targetBitsHint *= 0.8; 

else targetBitsHint *= 0.3; 

if( keyFrame ) 
{ //This section handles Intra-frames (AKA key frames) 

if( bufferAnxiety < 0 ) 
{ // Adjust for the buffer overflow risk 
if( bufferAnxiety >= —0.3 ) 

{ // Slightly increase frame size 
if( dur < 0.7 * defaultIntraDur ) 

dur *= 1.05; 

} 
else if( bufferAnxiety >= —0.7 ) 

if( dur < 0.8 * defaultIntraDur ) 
dur *= 1.1; 

if(onePass) averagelntraDur *= 1.1; 
} 
else if( bufferAnxiety >= —0.9 ) 

if( dur < defaultIntraDur ) 
dur = defaultIntraDur; 

if( targetBitsHint < 0 ) 
targetBitsHint = 0; 

if(onePass) 
averagelntraDur *= 1.2; 

else 
dur *= 1.3; 

} 
else 

{ 
if( dur < 1.1 * defaultIntraDur ) 

dur = 1.1 * defaultIntraDur; 

if( targetBitsHint < 0 ) 
targetBitsHint = 0; 

if(onePass) 
averagelntraDur *= 1.2; 

else 
dur *= 1.5; 

} 
} 
else 
{// Adjust for the buffer under?oW risk 

if( bufferAnxiety <= 0.3 ) 

dur *= 0.95; 
if( dur > 0.9 * suggestedIntraDur ) 
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Encoded Quality Looping 

[0080] After a bit budget has been allocated to a video 
frame and the video frame has been compressed, the rate 
controller may have the option to check the quality of the 
compressed video frame. This may occur if a very fast pro 
cessing system is used in a real-time encoding application. 
This may also occur When the digital video encoder is not 
being used in a real time application. For example, if the video 
encoder is being used to generate a piece of media that Will be 
duplicated, the encoder may Wish to make more than one pass 
in order to achieve a more optimal result. 
[0081] So, if the digital video encoder has the luxury of 
being able to check the video quality, then the digital video 
encoder may Wish to make certain adjustments if the desired 
quality has not been achieved. For example, if the quality of 
the encoded video frame is beloW certain threshold quality 
value, then the rate controller may choose to increase the bit 
budget for the video frame and redo the compression in order 
to improve the quality of that video frame. Furthermore, the 
digital video encoder may Wish to make more aggressive 
assumptions on the ?rst pass and then adjust to more conser 
vative levels if the aggressive assumptions do not produce an 
acceptable result. 
[0082] The foregoing has described a system for perform 
ing rate control in a multi-media compression and encoding 
system. It is contemplated that changes and modi?cations 
may be made by one of ordinary skill in the art, to the mate 
rials and arrangements of elements of the present invention 
Without departing from the scope of the invention. 
We claim: 
1. A method of encoding digital video information into a bit 

stream, said method comprising: 
determining a default bit budget for a video frame to be 

digitally encoded into said bit stream; 
examining a plurality of factors related to said video frame 

or said bit stream; and 
adjusting said default bit budget according to said plurality 

of factors to generate a target bit budget for said video 
frame. 

2. The method as claimed in claim 1 Wherein said default 
bit budget is based upon a frame ratio. 

3. The method as claimed in claim 2 Wherein said frame 
ratio is relative to an average frame siZe. 

4. The method as claimed in claim 2 Wherein said frame 
ratio is determined by a video image quality level. 

5. The method as claimed in claim 4 Wherein said video 
image quality level is based upon a bits per pixel per frame 
value. 

6. The method as claimed in claim 5 Wherein said bits per 
pixel per frame value is calculated by 

generating an intermediate result by dividing a bit rate by a 
Width times height of said video frame; and 

multiplying said intermediate result by an average frame 
duration. 

7. The method as claimed in claim 6 Wherein said bit rate 
comprises a channel bandWidth. 

8. The method as claimed in claim 6 Wherein said bit rate 
comprises a media read bit rate. 

9. The method as claimed in claim 1 Wherein said default 
bit budget is dependent on a frame type. 

10. The method as claimed in claim 9 Wherein said frame 
type may be an intra-frame or an inter-frame. 

11. The method as claimed in claim 2 Wherein said frame 
ratio is dependent on a frame type. 
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12. The method as claimed in claim 11 Wherein said frame 
type may be an intra-frame or an inter-frame. 

13. The method as claimed in claim 3 Wherein said average 
frame siZe comprises a historical Weighted average. 

14. The method as claimed in claim 1 Wherein one of said 
plurality of factors comprises a memory buffer condition. 

15. The method as claimed in claim 14 Wherein said 
memory buffer condition comprises a ratio betWeen a current 
buffer condition and a Warning buffer condition. 

16. The method as claimed in claim 14 Wherein said 
memory buffer condition comprises a buffer under?oW Wam 
ing condition. 

17. The method as claimed in claim 14 Wherein said 
memory buffer condition comprises a buffer over?oW Wam 
ing condition. 

18. The method as claimed in claim 1 Wherein said one of 
said plurality of factors comprises a video frame duration. 

19. The method as claimed in claim 18 Wherein said video 
frame duration comprises a Weighted historical average. 

20. The method as claimed in claim 1 Wherein one of said 
plurality of factors comprises a video frame complexity. 

21. The method as claimed in claim 20 Wherein said video 
frame complexity comprises a mean average difference 
(MAD) for said video frame. 

22. The method as claimed in claim 21 Wherein said mean 
average difference (MAD) comprises a mean of sum of abso 
lute differences (SAD). 

23. The method as claimed in claim 1 Wherein one of said 
plurality of factors comprises an intra-block frequency in said 
video frame. 

24. A method of encoding digital video information into a 
bit stream, said method comprising: 

examining a plurality of factors related to said bit stream or 
a next video frame in said bit stream; and 

setting a bit budget for said next video frame to be digitally 
encoded into said bit stream Wherein said bit budget is 
dependent upon said plurality of factors. 

25. The method as claimed in claim 24 Wherein said bit 
budget is comprises of a default bit budget that is subse 
quently adjusted. 

26. The method as claimed in claim 25 Wherein said default 
bit budget is based upon a frame ratio. 

27. The method as claimed in claim 26 Wherein said frame 
ratio is relative to an average frame siZe. 

28. The method as claimed in claim 26 Wherein said frame 
ratio is determined by a video image quality level. 

29. The method as claimed in claim 28 Wherein said video 
image quality level is based upon a bits per pixel per frame 
value. 

3 0. The method as claimed in claim 29 Wherein said bits per 
pixel per frame value is calculated by 

generating an intermediate result by dividing a bit rate by a 
Width times height of said video frame, and 

multiplying said intermediate result by an average frame 
duration. 

31. The method as claimed in claim 30 Wherein said bit rate 
comprises a channel bandWidth. 

32. The method as claimed in claim 30 Wherein said bit rate 
comprises a media read bit rate. 

33. The method as claimed in claim 24 Wherein said 
Wherein one of said plurality of factors comprises a frame 
type 

34. The method as claimed in claim 33 Wherein said frame 
type may be an intra-frame or an inter-frame. 
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35. The method as claimed in claim 26 wherein said frame 
ratio is dependent on a frame type. 

36. The method as claimed in claim 35 Wherein said frame 
type may be an intra-frame or an inter-frame. 

37. The method as claimed in claim 37 Wherein said aver 
age frame siZe comprises a historical Weighted average. 

38. The method as claimed in claim 24 Wherein one of said 
plurality of factors comprises a memory buffer condition. 

39. The method as claimed in claim 38 Wherein said 
memory buffer condition comprises a ratio betWeen a current 
buffer condition and a Warning buffer condition. 

40. The method as claimed in claim 38 Wherein said 
memory buffer condition comprises a buffer under?oW Wam 
ing condition. 

41. The method as claimed in claim 38 Wherein said 
memory buffer condition comprises a buffer over?ow Wam 
ing condition. 
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42. The method as claimed in claim 24 Wherein one of said 
plurality of factors comprises a video frame duration. 

43. The method as claimed in claim 42 Wherein said video 
frame duration comprises a Weighted historical average. 

44. The method as claimed in claim 24 Wherein one of said 
plurality of factors comprises a video frame complexity. 

45. The method as claimed in claim 44 Wherein said video 
frame complexity comprises a mean average difference 
(MAD) for said video frame. 

47. The method as claimed in claim 45 Wherein said mean 
average difference (MAD) comprises a mean of sum of abso 
lute differences (SAD). 

48. The method as claimed in claim 24 Wherein one of said 
plurality of factors comprises an intra-block frequency in said 
next video frame. 


